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TECHNOLOGIES OF EVOLUTION

PART 1. ENERGY DAMAGE.
1.1.

The energy load on the current life.

Note: the presence of magic strikes is tested in the Express
Development Map.
Energy damage, magic strikes can be removed, which will
significantly improve general well-being.
More information: on request.
In many cases, when particular serious damage and the evil eye are removed during cleansing, there is severe
discomfort, vomiting and diarrhea. You need to be ready for this.
You can reduce these states every half hour by meditating on the sun and magma.
In any case, let us know if you have any discomfort and we will try to help you!
Note: magic strokes can also stimulate
- Complexes of desire to brag (see Development Map)
- Complexes of resistance to pressure (see Development Map)
- Dedication that stimulates black magic aggression (see Habits Map)
- Dedication that stimulates assaults, aggression of others (see the Habits Map)
Remember that psychological complexes shape your behavior, and behavior models situations in which you
find yourself. They actually simulate your fate.

1.2.

The magical load on the Generic system. Generic cleaning.

The problems that accumulate in the Generic structure, Generic curses can affect the health and fate of a
person.
1

2

The load on family egregores, which includes a person

+ 2 units

Family structure.
Magic strikes, curses, anger, evil eyes, wishes on family egregore –
egregore of families, relatives, surnames.
It directly affects the relationship in these structures, the fate and
human health.
The magical load on the generic structure
The genus is an egregore of people who together incarnate hundreds of
thousands of years.

A load of 3+ units is
considered high.

+ 3 units
A load of 3+ units is
considered high.

Energy load is estimated as a result of magic strikes, non-magical strikes
(curses, evil eyes, damage) and military strikes in ancient developed
civilizations.
A more detailed analysis of the factors that affect the supply - See the map of Karma.
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PART 2. ENDURANCE, YOUTH AND VITALITY
2.1.

Silver Thread Quality - Human Vitality:
This is the basic energy from birth.

Silver Thread Fullness - 0.5 units.
// On average, at birth, the strength of a silver thread is 2 units, a good standard is 4 units
Silver Thread Thickness - Consists of 1 female and 0 male threads.
// good standard: 3 female and 3 male threads
Note 1:
For some reason, over the past two years, the condition of the Silver Thread has plummeted
among all people on the Planet. The reason is not entirely clear.
Possibly, the mechanism for adjusting the population has been activated.
In particular, it was noted that epidemics and influenza diseases have increased several times.
Note 2: Silver Thread technology
Level 1- The silver thread is restored in its original form, the lost energy, the structure of the silver
thread are returned. The indicator of fullness of energy of the Silver thread returns approximately to
the level that was laid by the parents. / 50 ye
Level 2- The natural defects, defects of the silver thread laid by the parents are corrected. The
silver thread is strengthened by interweaving reinforced fibers into it (fibers of highly structured
energies, which make it possible to hold large loads).Your silver thread is able to withstand bigger
loads. / 100 ye
Level 3 - We increase the resilience of the body by adding another male and another female thread
(fatherly and maternal), using unrealized emissions of the silver thread of your parents.
The destruction of the silver thread caused by the accumulated effects is also removed: By the
Waves of Death, which exist in the System and destroy the Silver Thread. / 150 ye

The second and third levels of the Silver Thread significantly increase endurance, vitality.
PROMOTION: If you order all three levels at once, then Discount of 100 ye for the Third level is
applied.

FEEDBACK: Restoration of the silver thread / Larisa
As for the silver thread - you need to watch it. But stamina, performance already increased. I saw the
Silver thread as if smeared with gray energy (I do not know how much this is true). I learned about you
from a friend. I was very pleased, thanks again.
Silver Thread. Details:
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2.2.
7

Energy outflows from past earth incarnations::
Energy outflows from past earth incarnations.

+ 4 units

Energy outflows in the places where the person lived and where the remains of his past earth incarnations are
buried.
Adjusting energy outflows increases the amount of energy in the body.
Adjustment: / cycle. The cycle removes 2 units of load.
Details:
FEEDBACK: Energy regulation for past incarnations / Denis
Before ordering the service, there was a drawdown of energy. Now in two weeks, there is a surge of strength,
especially along the upper chakras. I thank the center specialists for their work!
2.3. Old Age Signals
1

The strength of the signal of old age from past lives
on Earth incarnations.
1 unit - the body is under heavy load.
Over 1 unit influence is already significant.
2 units - the body is under destructive pressure.
3-4 units - critical damage.

2

Over 2 units is rare.
Signals are preferably cleaned.
This greatly affects the appearance and health.
/ 1 cleaning cycle removes 2 units of load
Signals of old age from the nearest extraterrestrial incarnations.

3

The level of information processing signals - strikes of old age.

0 units
Signals of old age - a
serious pressure on the
body.
Even 1 unit is
dangerous.
It is desirable to clean
this parameter.

0 units
60%
/ On average in humans
60%

With an increase in the level of treatment, the influence of the energy of old age on the body and the
influence of the external energy of old age decreases. The person looks better.
Cost: Old-age signal cleaning: / cycle. 1 cleaning cycle removes 2 load units
Enhancement of old-age signal processing: / cycle.
1 cycle increases the processing of old-age energy by + 10%
Details. Old age signals:
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FEEDBACK: Old-age signal cleaning / Nikolai
In general, they have not been diagnosed since the beginning. Although intuitively, I felt that something from
the past was extinguishing the organism.
On the day when the work began, there was a state of certain intoxication, euphoria, an increase in tonus,
similar to an increase in vital energy. Then the chronic deceases got worse, then began to pass gradually.
Appearance - friends and relatives began to notice that I looked 5-10 years younger. Became more relaxed in
communication. Internally - I feel like 20 years old, which is very pleasing. In terms of health there is an
improvement, the desire to move forward and develop has intensified. The final score of this service. I waited
a couple of weeks, and then I wrote this feedback to evaluate the effect. And this effect makes me very happy.
Sending kisses, hugs and thank you to center specialists.
FEEDBACK: Old-age signal cleaning / Alice
Today I met a friend who had not seen me for 5-6 weeks, said how freshened up I look, the face is so young,
almost childish, the features have changed, as if smoothed out!
(after cleaning the signals of old age, by the way, I more often and often go to the toilet, used to have a
tendency to swelling and used laxatives, now I have been dumping accumulated toxins for 2 weeks now).
FEEDBACK: Old-age signal cleaning / Dasha
Regarding the removed signal of old age - like other reviews, I also noticed something difficult to express with
words about the condition of the skin of the face, like wrinkles are in place, but it is more pleasant to look at
myself in the mirror.
FEEDBACK: Old-age signal cleaning / Alexander
After cleaning the signals of old age there is an interesting sensation of elasticity of the skin, the feeling is
similar to the effect of massage, it is especially felt on the face.
FEEDBACK: Old-age signal cleaning / Marina
About the signal of old age: as if I spent 10 days at the resort, generally had a healthy effect on the body, a veil
of fatigue fell from my face and I looked 2 years younger.
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QUESTION: Tell more about aspects of collision with other people, Old Age Signals?
And if they are cleaned, they do not reappear?
The level of old-age signal processing — does this apply only to signals coming from a past life, or to those
that the System sends after a certain age?
ANSWER:






Signals of old age from past incarnations can be cleaned.
It is enough to clean them once. Usually the effect is good, the face is fresh.
The processing of signals of old age affects both the processing of signals from the past life and the signals
of old age according to the current life.
Meshes with geopathic zones are removed during the basic cleaning of energy. But a person moves
around the city and these parameters gradually accumulate. If there is a high trauma (more than 2 units of
load) - this shows that the person had high collisions or the body is slowly recovering. If you stay for a long
time in some premises (home, work), you can do energy diagnostics at home and clean the room - this has
a positive effect on your general well-being. Sometimes there is even a condition that after deep cleaning
you no longer want to leave the house.
2nd level: if you make 3 cycles of cleaning the house and the area around it, in 70% of cases you can make
the Portal of Vitality in the house (Sefira Daat manifests itself - activating the intersection point of 17 and
15 of the arkana, their resonance).
"Collisions with other people" indicator This parameter shows the load from colliding with other people (conflicts, etc.).
Psychological complexes lead to collisions (resistance to pressure, pressure to push, resistance to impact,
etc.) The presence of collisions suggests that it is necessary to clean the complexes that lead to collisions.
The presence of these complexes is a common damage factor that significantly affects energy. After
cleaning the complexes, meshes with other people will begin to dissolve.
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PART 3. HUMAN ENERGY PARAMETERS
3.1. CHAKRA DYNAMICS (percentage of chakra activity):
The dynamics of the chakras show how freely energy flows into the chakra range (there are no mental
injuries).
Chakras
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Sahasrara (contacts with egregores)
Ajna (thought processes)
Vishudha (information processing, understanding, integrity of
thought forms)
Anahata
Manipura (vital energy of the body as a whole)
Svadhisthana (harmonious system, attractiveness, etheric
body)
Muladhara

Dynamics
55%
60%
50%

On average for
humanity
50%
50%
50%

25%
60%
60%

40%
55%
50%

55%

40%

Note: Dynamics of chakras shows the presence of blocks on the chakras, mental injuries, various magical
effects. The higher the dynamics of the chakras, the better.
It will be possible to diagnose the condition and check the cleaning effect as follows:
the chakra is like an airplane turbine, as far as it works before and after correction.
The values for the chakras can be + -10% depending on the state of the internal and external systems that
include people.
FEEDBACK: Irina
After activating the dynamics of Anahata. Perhaps this is exactly what could be called genuine human happiness.
Feel people, the world, yourself and your own life. Some problems in communication were decided by themselves,
men began to appear, eventually (well, simply because if your heart opens to the world, then the world will gladly
respond). My perception of life has always been rational, logical, and now only (after the service) it became clear how
poor my emotionality was. Now I feel more involved in the conversation in general, the colors of life have appeared. In
general, the activation of Anahata service is very valuable. The initial dynamic was 30%. Anyone who is just as low, I
highly recommend.
FEEDBACK: Svetlana
From the intensification of the dynamics of Anahata, the general effect is beautiful. I am very glad that among the
many services I have chosen this one now. I'll try to describe it later. Contact with people and with their internal
processes has improved markedly. This is a very valuable service!
FEEDBACK: Andrey
Every day everything is gradually leveling, the state of " being high" is increasing)
There is some kind of softness in everything. The gait became soft. The vocal cords relaxed and the voice so far
became quiet, unstrained. The state is so good and spiritual. It even feels like the vessels have become cleaner, the
eyes have become more relaxed and the head is clearer. It became good, such euphoria. As if life is breathed into
me. So easy and positive. Now the Anahata is even better felt. This is of course because I am not used to, then it will
probably be equal. Let's see how life will be affected.
Details:
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3.2.

“Top Connection” state - Communication with the System

Tuning with reference parameters in the egregore of humanity is the “ideal person.”
Clearing the tuning of organs and systems with the ideal parameters recorded in humanity.
Channels
1

2
3

Activity of the Communication Channel with the
System / Communication with the Planetary Egregore of
Humanity on Sahasrara level
Activity of the Communication Channel with Galactic
Humanity
Activity of the Communication Channel with the
Universal Humanity

Meanin
g
30%

Note
Good 50-70%
Average 30-50%
Weak up to 30%

On average
for humanity
30%

20%

25-30%

15%

30%

Note
Details in the technology "Health Standard". Details:
QUESTION: About communication channels - are these communication channels about what? About
health? About knowledge? And mission and meanings?
ANSWER: Yes, the parameters with which the work is being carried out in the technology Health
Standard – Сommunication with the System are indicated here. All this is there. All that is there is
exchanged.
QUESTION: Clearing the canal in the “Health Tuning”
Is it done only at the Planetary level, or immediately both in the Galaxy and in the Universe?
ANSWER: This is in the description of the service. You can do one parameter or all three.

3.3.

“Lower connection” - low-frequency discharge of coarse energies.

Low-frequency discharge of heavy, coarse energies. Helps in cleansing and restoring energies.
1

Lower connection
Provides drainage of negative low-frequency energies

30%

Good 40%+
Average -2040%
Weak up to 20%

35%

Note: If the indicator is below 45%, then before cleaning a large number of complexes and recovering the
mental, it is recommended to raise this indicator above 45%, so that the load when cleaning is handled faster.
Details about Lower Connection:
REVIEW: Adjusting the lower connection/Dmitry
Sharply felt increased cleansing of the body from debris - toxins, energy. I feel fresher.
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3.4.

The state of the money channel.

Parameter
Communication with the Money
Egregore Planetary Channel

Communication with the Galactic
Money Egregore
Communication with the
Ecumenical Money Egregore

Value
Communication - 45%
/ on average for people of 4th caste
Communication with Planetary Money
Egregore - 25%
Communication - 25%
/ on average for people of 4th caste
Communication with Galactic Egregore - 20%
Communication - 20%
/ on average for people of 4th caste
Communication with Ecumencial Money
Egregore – 20%

Notes
External sync signal.
These are important
parameters.
They increase the
setting for Money
Egregore.

External sync signal.
These are important parameters. They increase the setting for Money Egregore.
People with wealth have a communication with Money Egregore usually of about 50%.
To strengthen this indicator by 1 cycle is to increase the dynamics of money.
QUESTION: If magic strikes are not visible, why are rates of tuning with money egregore low?
ANSWER: Mental injuries that block tuning, garbage that is present in the channel and many different
parameters affect the tuning. Tuning with the Money Channel is a pretty valuable task.
Details about Connection with the Money Channel: --Review: Clearing a Money Egregore/Andrew

What I tracked after clearing the signals, is that I wanted to work, there was interest and a
desire to do something about the business, especially after reading the literature on the
subject.
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3.5.
1

2

ENERGY SUPPLY SYSTEMS. POWER CHANNELS.
Power channel
Power Stone Channel Activity
/ Channel of power and system adjustment
(the upper part of Muladhara and the organs that are here affect the
setting and energy of this zone)
details
Power Plant Channel Activity
/ Swadhistana Energy Supply Channel.

3

Power Magic Animal Channel Activity
/ Manipura Energy Supply Channel.

4

Qi Planetary Channel Activity
Details:

5

Power Man Channel Activity
Connection with the egregore of mankind in the Planetary structure /
Channel of energy supply - a projection on the level of Anahata. Power
Man Channel is rare.
Super-Human Channel Activity
Connection with the egregore of mankind at the level of Magonia in
the Planetary structure
/ Channel of energy supply at level 3 of the body of Vishuddha (nose
bridge).

6

Dynamics
15%

Note
Good 30%
Average 20%
Low 10%

20%

Good 50% +
Average 30-50%
Weak up to 30%
Good 65%
Average 40%
Weak up to 30%
Good 30%
Average 20-30%
Weak up to 20%
Good 10 +%
Average -%
Weak up to -%

35%

eight%

0%

0%

Good 10 +%
Average -%
Weak up to -%

You can increase the activity of channels on average up to 90%.
A detailed description of the Channels is in the POWER CHANNELS section of the site: QUESTION: What value does the Channel of stones give?
ANSWER: The value of the channel is the revitalization of the work of the Muladhara, partially Svadhisthana
chakras.

Note. Qi / Prana Channel Adjustment.
The body works on this energy. This energy is necessary for the body and therefore it is
associated with the concept of health. This energy allows you to actively engage in sports,
increases physical stamina. This energy of physical and social activity, endurance supports the
emotional and mental sphere.

Details. QI adjustment: -
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NOTE: What is Qi, Prana energy, where does it come from and why is it necessary?
The energy of Qi, Prana is the energy on which the organisms of people and animals work on Planet Earth.
Qi energy producers are plants that absorb the energy of the Sun and, through the process of photosynthesis,
accumulate this energy in the form of chemical compounds. This energy is actively radiated by plant organisms
around.
Animals and people eat plants and as a result of oxidation, energy is released, on which the organisms of
animals and people work.
- In what frequency?
- The energy of Prana is found in the frequency of Manipura and in the frequency of Anahata.
The animal organism radiates part of this energy around itself.
The body works on this energy, plus this energy is consumed by the emotional and mental body. Thinking
processes operate on higher frequency energy.
But this energy is necessary for the body, and therefore it is associated with the concept of health.
Fullness of energy of Qi-Prana is one of the indicators of health.
There is a planetary Qi Energy Channel.
In this channel, plants and animals radiate this energy, and a person consumes.
This is the energy of physical and social activity, endurance, it supports the emotional and mental sphere.
We started to test tuning with the Planetary Channel Qi in the Energy Personality Map.
You can clear the resonance with this Channel and increase the energy of the human Qi.
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3.6.

Functioning of Additional Energy Supply Programs Note. Energy supply programs are special programs, the
development of highly developed civilizations that increase the
nourishment of the human body at different levels.
At the moment, we have found that we can test and install 5 types of
programs.

Type 1. Atlantic supply programs of 1 type
They give you +0 units of energy according to the level of consciousness.
Note: if supply programs produce less than 10 units, they are most likely in a dilapidated state.
These programs can produce 10+ energy units per level of consciousness.
Help in the assimilation and processing of information, the work of consciousness:
Details:
Type 2. Supply programs of 2 type (with fire elementals)
They give you +0 units of energy.
Supply programs add fire, increase human activity.
Details:
2. Atlantic supply programs of 3 type (high frequency)
They give you +0 units of energy according to the level of consciousness.
High-frequency Atlantic energy-supply programs energize the process of thinking, provide the energy
necessary for embedding information in high-frequency thin bodies (Ajna level). A person absorbs information
all the time. For its integration, additional high-frequency energy is needed, otherwise this energy will be
taken from the life force of a person. This is necessary for embedding large amounts of information.
Details:
3. Supply programs of 4 type (low frequency, body level)
They give you +0 units of additional energy according to the level of consciousness.
Details:
4. Supply programs of 5 type (manual)
You give out +0 units of additional energy.
Details:
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS:
QUESTION: There are Atlantic supply programs of 1 type. Issue 10 units of energy.
Can I put more? Will they issue 20? How relevant is it?
What is dangerous about it? Does everyone on the level of Vishuddha go or where?
ANSWER: It is possible to put 5 programs. It isn’t dangerous. This thing is good.
Programs give out several frequency bands for energy supply, mainly according to Vishudha.
QUESTION: What is the difference between supply programs of 2 type with fire elementals and
supply programs of 4 type (low frequency supply programs)?
ANSWER: Supply programs with fire elementals carry energy on the frequency of Vishuddha of the
1st and 2nd level.
Supply programs of 4 type (over the body) - the main frequencies are: Manipura and Swadhistana.
Supply programs of 2 level increase motor activity more. There is a shift on the fire level, a person is
accelerating relative to this world. A person even feels it less than others. People around him
perceive him as an accelerated object. And people themselves usually see others as more inhibited.
Any energy is somehow accumulated in the body.
But there is a specialized program that is designed for the energy of the body. This is a supply
program of 4 type (over the body). It was installed in ancient times for soldiers, athletes, and also in
cases where it was necessary to increase the sexual attractiveness of the body.
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PART 4. MENTAL INJURIES.
MAGIC LOAD ON PAST LIVES
4.1.
1
2
3

Damage analysis from past lives:
Magic and emotional strikes (portions, evil eye, curses) on past lives on
Earth in the Post-Atlantic period.
Professional Runic strikes in the Post-Atlantic period (mental injuries).

4 units

Professional magical strikes during the period of Atlantis (mental
injuries).
The use of high-tech magic strikes.

4 units

2 units

Magic and emotional strikes to past lives can have a profound effect on the current life.
In highly developed civilizations, there were high-level specialists who could inflict a serious blow on you and
greatly affect your life.

Special parameters (impact on health):
4
5

6

The presence of ancient strikes (military technology) related to health
problems that have accumulated over earthly incarnations.
Ancient strikes stimulating diseases
6 units is critical for this type of strike.
It is advisable to clean.
Negative dynamics - stimulates diseases.
low 10-20%
average 30-40%
high from 50% and above.

3 units
0 units

40%

Note:
In this section, we test ancient professional strikes that are made using high-tech magic technology in highly
developed civilizations.
These injuries can block the work of subtle bodies and entire systems of the body.
The cost of 1 cycle of cleaning mental injuries is 50 ye for past lives in the post-Atlantic period.
The cost of 1 cycle of cleaning mental injuries is 100 ye for other parameters (2-6) to choose from.
1 cleaning cycle of Mental injuries for each parameter removes 2 units of load
(1.5 cycles removes the load of 3 units).
1 cleaning cycle reduces the load on the selected parameter by 2 units.
• Where percentages: 1 cycle increases activity by + 20% with parameter values below 60%
and + 10% for values above 60%.
• Cleaning of ancient strikes that stimulate diseases - in 1 cycle, the load is halved.
Details:
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:
QUESTION: Are ancient strikes that stimulate diseases the same as Military technology related to health
problems? Or is it still others? Do these parameters overlap somehow?
ANSWER: These are different processes. Military technologies apply some principles - and here others are
applied.
QUESTION: If you look at this table, the question arises – what cleaning should I order?
are all lines different things? Or are some of the lines mutually intersecting parameters?
ANSWER: We try so that the parameters do not overlap and when we can – we combine them.

In connection with various diseases, we try to identify the cause and describe it as a service.
There can be a lot of types of injuries and damages.
Once the strikes stood for a couple of million years, then other specialists also had difficulty in removing them.
Each item is a separate task, not related to others. You can start with what's more relevant. First of all, it is
worth paying attention to those parameters where the load is more than 2 units (or the degree of processing is
less than 70%). Special attention can be paid to military strikes, strikes that stimulate diseases and runic
strikes.
QUESTION: What is the best cleaning sequence for health? Or is it not important?
ANSWER: It is worth considering several parameters:
1) How many health problems you have in life - and how they intersect with our diagnosis.
In this area of the body there can be various injuries (muscle loads, energy shocks, etc.). It is worth starting
from the problem that exists.
2) You should pay attention to where the high load indicators are 3 units or more.
3) Special attention should be paid to strikes that stimulate diseases - this is a potential threat. It’s better to
clean it right away. And then you should focus on some specific problems: correlate the performance of the
energy map and body map with current problems.
QUESTION: When ordering several cleanings at once - what are the discounts?
ANSWER: When repeating these cleanings, we do not have discounts. Usually, only 1-2 cleaning cycles for each
parameter can be done. But we only have special discounts on Mental Recovery Technology and Monad
Experience.
QUESTION: If we don’t clean, where, when and how is it disappearing on its own?
Prayer? Communion? Meditation? Afterlife?
ANSWER: We are dealing with strikes that usually do not disappear for 100,000 years, 500,000 years. These
are parameters that are very stable, difficult to clean. The simple current strikes to this life can be reduced
through meditation in the sun. If any strikes have stood for millions of years, then meditate, do not meditate,
it will not change much. Afterlife, meditation - all this refers to the strikes of the current life. And if it has stood
for millions of years, then you have already passed through all this damage, and most likely some specialists
have already worked with it.
More information: in the Book of Development Magic.
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PART 5. SECURITY OF THE MENTAL OF BODIES AND SYSTEMS. HEALTH PARAMETERS
Note 1. In this section, we test the mental integrity of body systems,
but we can not track the parameters of the physical deterioration of the body.
Note 2:
Strong residual signals of old age (2 units or more) reduce the performance of all systems.
If you clean the signals of old age, usually the indicators become higher.
Signals of old age reduce each indicator by 20 percent.
Note 3:
After 60 years, there is a natural damping of the body, associated with the age parameters of the human
species. In the map we test basic parameters without system pressure. The age-related signals of the system
reduce the indicated value by about 20-30 units/percent depending on age:
At the age of 63-70 years: -20%, 70-75 years: -45%, 85-105 years: -60%.
Developments related to aging are here: №

Parameter

1

Heart Work
Muscle tension may affect heart function
(see Body Map and Habits Map)

2a

The condition of the vessels

55%

Good 70% +
Average 60-70%
Low 40-60%

2b

Vascular patency
(the presence of ancient damage to the vessels that can
cause pressure)

50 %

Good 70% +
Average 60-70%
Low 40-60%

50 %

Good 70% +
Average 60-70%
Low 40-60%
Good 70% +
Average 60-70%
Low 40-60%

3

4

5

Note:
For pressure problems, check
a) whether there is damage to the system:
magical tension of blood vessels
b) muscle pressure is also influenced by pressure on the
back of the head (tested in the Body Map).
Stomach Work

Pancreas work
(no damage).
In case of damage, it can give an excess of sugar in the
blood.
Kidneys Work

The stability of the
body
(system integrity)
55%

40%

55%

Comments
OK - if it is above
65%
Good 70% +
Average 60-70%
Low 40-60%

Good 70% +
Average 60-70%
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Low 40-60%
6

Liver

50 %

7

60%

11

Hormonal system
(The general indicator is measured for different types of
hormones as a whole)
Sex hormones
/ The Turkish, Caucasian Dedication, Nicki Dedication, etc.
influence the sex hormones.
Tested in Habits Map.
Prostate gland
Details: The parameters of muscle tension can also affect the work
of the gland (see Body Map and Habits Map)
/ important for men and women when changing sex /
Cholesterol treatment
(cholesterol plaques on the walls of blood vessels and in
the gall bladder)
Skin condition

12

Skeletal system

55%

13

Hair condition as a system
/ values above 60% is strong hair, grows quickly, falls out a
little /
Additional factors Body Map and Habits Map.
The condition of the teeth as a system

60%

8

9

10

14

60%.

Good 70% +
Average 60-70%
Low 40-60%
Good 70% +
Average 55-70%
Low 40-55%
Good 70% +
Average 60-70%
Low 40-60%

-%.

Good 70% +
Average 6070%
Low 40-60%

40%

Good 70% +
Average 60-70%
Low 40-60%
Good + 70%
Average 60-70%
Low 40-60%
Good + 70%
Average 60-70%
Low 40-60%
Good + 70%
Average 60-70%
Low 40-60%

50 %

45%

Good + 70%
Average 60-70%
Low 40-60%

Note:
All of these parameters can be adjusted and restore the integrity of the systems.
It is recommended to adjust parameters whose values are below 60%:
For 1 cycle, +20 is added (at values below 60%) and + 10% (at values above 60%)
Cost for 1 adjustment cycle: 100 ye. Details: -
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Note. Several factors affect the functioning of organs and systems.
1) Firstly, it is the preservation of the mental state of organs (tested in this section).
Man-made disasters in past lives lead to serious mental breakdowns, which significantly affects the functioning
of organs and systems. Mental tears can be restored.
2) Another factor is residual muscle tension. The consequences of stress and long illnesses in past lives twist
thin bodies, which lead to disruption of the functioning of organs and systems. This indicator is tested on the
Muscle Stress Map: 3) And also the work of organs and systems are affected by inclusions in the destructive egregors.
The impact of destructive egregors on health and life is studied in detail in the Habits Map We learned to test and fix some causes of damage to the work of organs and systems - / in the indicated
directions /.
In complex diseases, several causes are usually involved.
We can remove some of them. In addition to these reasons, others can also influence. In these areas we are
conducting research.
For example:
About 40-50% of men aged have problems with the prostate gland.
There are 2 points to this question:
Firstly, how much the body normally processes the energies of sexual tension (they accumulate or are
processed). This parameter is measured in the energy map above.
Secondly, the presence of residual muscle tension (internal muscles in this area), which accumulate over many
incarnations. This parameter is measured in the body map.
If you adjust these processes, then in 80% of cases the problem goes away.
But it is better to do this prophylactically than to treat an acute form.
Note.
This diagnosis does not primarily show the state of health, but the stability of the body systems, which, if
imbalanced, can lead to health problems. Systems can be damaged due to mental injuries, military damage
and magical shocks.
The integrity of the organ system is affected by the trauma of mental bodies, energy shocks, collisions with
geopathic zones.
We monitor the integrity of mental structures and how energy works in these systems.
Notes.
The body may have point injuries, but they do not affect the functioning of the system. In diagnostics, we
monitor the operation of the system as a whole, but we can skip some point damage. Therefore, if something
specifically interests you, you can write a diagnosis for a more careful study.
You can find detailed information about the features of the systems and the ability to restore the health of
organs and body systems in the articles of the section of our site "Magic Medicine"
Details: -
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PART 5: PROCESSING OF SUBMITTED INFORMATION. METABOLISM
5.1. ADJUSTING ELEMENTAL ELEMENTS
№

Parameter

1

The presence of Earth elementals at the level of
Manipura
(enable the accumulation of sand in the kidneys and salts
in the joints)
The presence of Fire elementals at the level of Anahata
(traces of attacks by ancient weapons) add energy but can sometimes produce surges of
excessive emotionality.
The presence of Water elementals
(affects puffiness)

2

3

Load
Can’t be seen

Can’t be seen

Can’t be seen

Comments
1 unit: probably
there is sand
2-3 units:
probably there
are stones
Above 3 units:
there are
permanent
stones

Note:
For 1 cycle, we remove the elementals completely.
When adjusting the elementals, we remove the elementals and increase the processing of these energies.
Details:
• Fire Elemental Adjustment: • Earth Elemental Adjustment: AN EXAMPLE OF REVIEWS: Cleaning the earth elementals at the level of the kidneys/Anton
More than a year ago, the earth elementals were removed. I never complained about kidneys or sand. But
today I was at the doctor's office, they did various tests, had an ultrasound of the kidneys, discussed the
anamnesis ... We came to the conclusion that there was sand and there was a lot of it, now there is a bit left,
just a little. In the future I will also order the removal of muscle clamps at the level of the kidneys. Thank you!
System Diagnostics Scale (Integrity):
• 75-100% - the system works stably. Adjustment as desired.
• 50-75% - the system is working. Problems are only possible in the future.Prevention is recommended.
• 25-50% - the system has serious functional damage. Desired adjustment.
• 0-25% - the system has critical damage that can lead to serious damage. It is advisable to take measures
promptly. Follow the diet, maintain a healthy lifestyle or regulate with the help of the center’s specialists.
You can adjust any parameter from the list.
Detailed information about nutrition and information processing: -

5.2. Adrenaline Processing
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Adrenaline processing.
/ How much people can calm down quickly after stressful
reactions /

45%

Good + 70%
Average 60-70%
Low 40-60%

Note. Technology stress reduction. Adrenaline processing.
There are people who easily go into stress and then cannot calm down for a long time - they have an increased
heartbeat, agitation, and cannot sleep for a long time after stress.
This is often due to the fact that the body does not properly handle adrenaline, which is released at the time of
stress. If you increase the processing of adrenaline, then the person will become calmer and easier to get out
of stress.
The average level of adrenaline treatment is 60-70%.
Above is a good level. Below 60% - low processing.
Entering into a stressful state (a person quickly ignites, can flare up) is often associated with the presence of
fire elementals (for example, Kirkorov has fire elementals at the level of Anahata).
And how many people quickly calm down is associated with the adrenaline treatment.
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5.3.PROCESSING OF SUBSTANCES
Note:
The processing parameters of vitamins, minerals, antioxidants - see the Express map.
№

Parameter

Stability of the body
(system integrity)

1

Biotoxins
(body's ability to process biological substances,
biological poisons, organic chemistry)

System operation: 55%

2

How much does the body cope with the
processing of human information embedded
inside:
- stomach (what a person gets with food energy of people, cooks when cooking)
- sexual contacts
- energy contacts with people
- what massage therapists get through their
hands
- through contact in transport
/ there is a strong energy exchange, the energy
structure becomes clogged /

System operation: 40%
If the values are below 5060%, adjustment is
recommended.
The average for humanity is
55%.

This indicator shows how
much the body processes
these energies or the body gets clogged.

Average for humanity

Normal - if more
than 65%
Good 70% +
Average 60-70%
Low 40-60%
Good 70% +
Average 60-70%
Low 40-60%
The lower the worse.
50% is already
problematic (high
loads).
It is recommended to
do a purge of
Svadhistan ties and /
or optimize the
processing of
information from a
person.

Low level of human energy processing
It also leads to a low level of processing of sexual energies.
Accordingly, there is an outflow of energy in the direction of processing information from a partner.
Can be adjusted. Details: -
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3

High frequency information processing
(what goes through the upper channels information that comes from egregors, channels
of the Gods)
This is information that goes to a person at
Initiations into the Channels of the Gods,
prayers.
Increasing this parameter speeds up the
processing of information from egregors and
reduces the loss of this information.

System operation 35%

Good 75% +
Average 60-75%
Low 40-60%
If below 60%, then the
information begins to
be poorly processed.
For the body, it is
desirable that this
parameter be 75%

QUESTION. Who might benefit from increasing the High Frequency Energy Processing setting?
A: People who work with Deities, prayers, icons, as well as those who have a strong dedication to egregore this speeds up the processing of this information, reduces the loss of this information.
People who pray often (in church, etc.) receive an impulse of information in response. People who are
included in some egregors periodically receive a portion of information.
People who work with arkanas, elements, Higher allies, magicians who are in the subtle planes, during each
contact receive a portion of energy and information from them.
The processing parameter of the high-speed information shows how quickly this information is absorbed. If
information freezes, it feels like a strong overload. If the processing is poor, it can overload for a long time.
Such people say that contacts with the Higher Planes overwhelm them greatly.
QUESTION: I have a very high figure of processing high-frequency information. What is the reason for this?
The work of the upper chakras? Supply programs? Something else? Or is it some kind of separate "channel"?
When ordering the cleaning of this parameter, what are you actually cleaning?
ANSWER: Mental injuries are removed during cleaning. Information comes to a person through the Assembly
Point, chakras, in contact with other people, processes directly. The person receives information of a higher
frequency than the position of the assembly point. It checks how this information is processed. Why it works is
difficult to answer - these are just features of the energy structure.
QUESTION: What does “low level of human energy processing” mean in the personality’s energy map?
ANSWER: A low level of processing of human energies leads, respectively, to a low level of processing of sexual
energies.
Thus, there is a constant outflow of energy in the direction of processing information from a partner.
In this case, it is possible to recommend the cleaning of ties in Swadhistana and optimize the processing of
human information.
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5.4. Other substances processing parameters
1

Processing of fats

20%

2

Processing of carbohydrates
/ affects weight loss /

20%

3

Processing of proteins

25%

4

Processing of animal products (meat products)

15%

5

Processing of fish products

15%

6

Processing of insects, shellfish, shrimp

20%

7

Processing of plant products

10%

It affects muscle mass. Low levels of protein processing stimulate vegetarianism.
Processing of toxins
8
Processing of bacterial nets that come with stale fish and 25%
meat and tear the energy structure
Details: https://ezohata.com/catalog/details/390
9
Processing of toxins that pass through the liver
15%

10

Processing of toxins that pass through the kidneys

20%

11

Processing of toxins in the intestines (bacteria, toxins,
waste from food processing)
How much a person processes is considered very
important.
In Indian medicine, an enema for cleansing the intestines
is one of the main procedures for healing the body.

15%

Processing of energy slags of the meridian structure
12 Processing of energy slags that are clogged by energy
meridians at the Manipura level (Ida, Pingala, Sushumna,
Nadi canals)
13 Processing of energy slags that are clogged by energy
meridians by Anahata level (Chinese meridians)
14 Treatment of toxins that clog high-frequency meridians
15
16

Energy slags
/ accumulate in joints /
Intracellular Slag Accumulation
/ affects skin elasticity, wear of the physical body

Low 30%
Average 30-45%
Good 45% +
Low 30%
Average 30-45%
Good 45% +
Low 30%
Average 30-45%
Good 45% +
If less than 15%, people
poorly digested meat.

Low 25%
Average 25-45%
Good 45% +
Low 25%
Average 25-45%
Good level of 45% +
Low 25%
Average 25-45%
Good 45% +
Low 25%
Average 25-45%
Good 45% +

25%

Poor - below 25%

25%

Poor - below 25%

30%

Poor - below 25%

15%
20%
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These parameters affect the state of the body.
Ideally, the load should not be present.
Note: it is much more efficient to increase the processing of slags, then it passes itself . For one cycle,
we raise the indicators by + 10%.
17

Processing energy of cold / heat

20%

Poor - below 35%

18

Alcohol processing

20%

Poor - below 20%

19

Drug processing

25%

Poor - below 20%

5.5. Special zones
1

Cold zone

Can’t be seen

Affecting Susceptibility
to colds
2

Zone of Death / affects the immune
system /

Can’t be seen

In the process of evolution, the concentration
of death energies at the level of Swadhistana

5.6. Processing power of money
1

Processing power of money

15%

Poor - below 20%
Good - above 35%

How much a person withstands, easily processes the energy of money, big money.
When money appears, some people have a burden and desire to get rid of them, because they poorly process
the energy of money.
In addition to processing the energy of money, they can also block the processing of sexual energies, etc.
Adjustment of one zone - 2 units / cycle. 1 cycle: -
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5.7. Additional treatment options:
1

+

2

+

3

4

Traumatism
(value of energy load, raw information)
If the load is more than 1 unit means it is poorly handled,
it is desirable to enhance processing. Point overloads are possible.
Resistance of thin bodies to injuries (general signal processing)
This is the overall stability, the balance of the system.
Note: we recommend
1) first, increase the signal processing up to 70% and higher, and then check what
load remains (that the body cannot process). 1 cycle adds + 20%.
2) and if there remains a load of more than 2 units it can be cleaned
Increasing the “injuries processing” reduces the likelihood of injuries.
The load of external gravitational force (gravity energy)
(load is measured in excess of the natural gravitational background)
Processing the energies of gravitational force (gravity).
If it is well absorbed, it increases the feeling of lightness, a person becomes more
sustainable.
Note: we recommend
1) first, increase the signal processing up to 70% and higher,
and then check what load remains (that the body can not handle)
2) and if there remains a load of more than 2 units it can be cleaned
Increasing the “gravity processing” improves the functioning of organs and
systems in general.
Emotional traumatism / processing /
Emotional Resilience - nervousness (the system is damaged
ancient mental injuries)
Increasing “processing” improves the person’s emotional stability.
Mental traumatism / processing /
Mental stability
(Treatment of mental trauma)
Mental Stability Zone - Preferably above 60%
Increasing the “processing” improves the mental stability of a person.

0 units

55%
/ An average for
people of 4th caste 60%
Desirable: above
65%
2 units.
/ An average for
people +1 units.
65%
/ An average for
people - 60%
Desirable: above
60%

55%

60%

Details about traumatism and gravity signals: -
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PART 6 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ORGANISM
Norm - 60-70%
№

Parameter

1
2

Physical activity
Immunity - the etheric realm
/ responsible for resistance to viruses and bacteria
The stability of the body in the field of allergic reactions
Homeostasis - synchronization of all body systems
(how much signal is transmitted between systems)

3
4

5

Sexual partner capture and retention
(Capture Center, 2 center)

The stability of the
body
(system integrity)
55%
55%

Average for
humanity
3-4 caste
65%
50%

45%
55%

65%
Good 70% +
Average 60-70%
Low 40-60%

thirty %

Good 60 +%
Average 30-60%
Low 25%
50%

6

Will Center Activity / Dian Tian
55%
(3-4 fingers below the belly button)
7
Center of Intent
55%
65%
/ intention generates events
All parameters can be adjusted up to 90%. Adjustment of any parameter: 100 уе / cycle (+ 20/10%).

QUESTION: Are the general parameters 1-7 adjustable? How much? How much will they raise?
How is physical activity regulated? It depends on me how much I move, how much I sit? Or is it about
something else? About what?
ANSWER: All these parameters are at - ye / cycle. For one cycle, they rise in the same way by + 20% at values
below 60%.
There are structures that are responsible for this. We are trying to find some valuable things.
All the time there is a search for technology. And we find all the parameters that affect the person - and show
them. We indicate those parameters that directly affect a person.
QUESTION: Homeostasis is the balance of internal processes in the body.
Does it describe how my body systems are synchronized with each other?
ANSWER: Yes, it does. How body systems interact, how much signal is transmitted between systems.
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PART 7. CONFIGURATION EFFICIENCY PARAMETERS
1. Activity of the cerebral hemispheres:
№ Parameter
1
The activity of imaginative thinking
(right hemisphere)
2
Logical thinking activity
(left hemisphere)
3
Hemisphere synchronization
/ affects logic, combinatorics /

Dynamics
55%

Comments

60%
15%

Details about the synchronization of the cerebral hemispheres: 2. GENERAL PARAMETERS OF WORK OF CONSCIOUSNESS: (norm - if above 65%)
№ Parameter
The stability of the
body
(system integrity)
1
Thinking (Plane of Thinking parameter)
40%
Strategic thinking
Analysis and information processing
Details:
2
Information input 10%
Assembly Point Dynamics
/ The parameter shows the efficiency, speed of capture
and processing of new information
The dynamics of the assembly point can be increased
through the buildup of the direction of Light of
Consciousness.
Details:
3
Thin vision, perception.
35%
The mobility of the assembly point, the work of the
entire system associated with perception through the
assembly point.
Boosts through the Vision Clearing service.
Details:
4
Dream body
55%
Details:
5
Memory system (memorization, information output)
45%
Details Memory Development Service:-

Good 35%
Average 20-35%
Low 40-20%

Average for
humanity
-

10-20%

50%

60%
55%

NOTE: System parameters may vary due to different factors (ecology, energy damage, geopathic zones,
microtrauma of mental bodies - there may be changes in the values of + -10%).
A detailed description of these systems is given in the section Accelerated Development Technologies:All parameters indicated in the energy map can be optimized.

Thank you for your time and attention. Have a nice day!
Do you still have questions?
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ATTACHMENT.
ENERGY MAP: QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Detailed information about diagnostic aspects
can be found in the Book of Development Magic
and in articles on the website:

QUESTION: Explain what are the damage to energy?
ANSWER: There can be a huge amount of damage to the energy structure caused by a variety of
factors.
Usually in the energy map of a person we test:
1. Energy breaks due to collisions with other people.
Conflicts of interest can cause the energy structure to clash with other people. If the complex to
firmly defend its position is not removed, these clutches can lead to injuries of thin bodies and a
constant drain of your energy to your partner, even if a conflict of interest has occurred a long time
ago. This can lead to a decrease in your energy level.
2. Linking to geopathic zones.
You can also have clutches with energy when you are in places with geopathic energy (these can be
Yin zones in space or zones with a sharp release of energy). Geopathogenic zones may be associated
with the structure of the earth's crust or other factors. Also, in the area of geopathic zones,
residential houses or professional institutions can be built. Being in areas with pathogenic energy can
lead to the fixation of your subtle bodies and the gradual drain of your energy into these areas.
3. Magic strikes.
One of the factors significantly affecting a person’s energy condition, his health, relationships,
business, social success, etc. are targeted professional magical damage. Professional magical strikes
can remain in human energy for tens or even thousands of years. These lesions can seriously block
the manifestation of a person. The energy map diagnoses the presence of these strikes for the
current and past lives of a person.
4. The mental trauma.
Mental trauma is deemed to be deep damage to a person’s energy bodies. First of all, the bodies of
consciousness (from the level of the body of Anahata and above).
Mental injuries can occur due to man-made disasters, military conflicts using powerful high-tech
weapons, as well as due to professional ancient magical strikes.
Another significant factor that can lead to the rupture of subtle bodies are ancient inclusions in yincults.
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About 5,000 years ago, a wide series of initiations into yin-cults took place, which, with great
promotion, led to the drain of human energy into the yin-zones of space. These dedications have also
caused serious mental injuries.
On average, one can distinguish the outflow of mental in people of 20-60%. This shows how much of
a person’s subconscious experience has leaked and is currently blocked.
This is a valuable personal experience that a person cannot rely on now. Mental breaks lead to a
decrease in the level of human consciousness.
These damages can be removed as part of the Mental Recover and General Cleaning procedures.

Question on the Energy Map of the Personality: what are rewinds.
Answer: these are varieties of magic strikes.
Damage technologies are found in different schools.
You need to be careful and track the main types of magical damage, restore your condition in time.
Different types of strikes and rewinds are often common. There are also more complex types of
injuries that were common during the period of Ancient Civilizations and sometimes there are quite
stable thought forms, traces of which on some people have survived to our time.
These blows, as well as spoilage and other types of influences, rarely can really seriously interfere
with a person, since the body is a fairly stable system, however, in large quantities, these damage
gradually reduce activity, energy, and therefore it is important to periodically check and monitor your
condition.
The main types of energy shocks can be removed in the framework of the Basic energy cleansing of a
person. More complex types of damage, such as ancient magical strikes or mental tears, are removed
as part of the Atlantis Cleansing Procedures, Military Strikes Cleansing and Mental Restoration
procedures.

QUESTION about magic strikes, do you see this on the etheric body?
ANSWER: A magical strike is an aggressive thought form in terms of Vishuddha. Its main component is
the mental body.
In general, the components of thought-forms are the mental body and its astral shell.
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A magical strike is always someone’s thought form, with the exception of those cases when they use
an element of a dead person (they add earth) - then your bodies mesh on the level of ether and the
astral body.
The thought form can be aimed at influencing some kind of human body.
Sustainable thought forms, as types of impact, can have both a healing and destructive effect for
human energy.

QUESTION: I can’t understand where all these energy damage, magical
strikes came from. Who orders all this?
ANSWER: If you got somewhere earlier than others - the one who is behind will be unhappy. This is
not a question of any people. This is a system process. Do not panic too much. But you need to be
very careful and prudent, periodically monitor your condition and energy.
It doesn’t matter what you develop: yourself, business or family.
The more success you have, the more there may be environmental resistance. This is a natural
process.
The rocket when driving at high speed should be as tight as possible, without sharp corners,
preferably without complexes and grievances.
Therefore, along with professional development, it is important to comb your personality, gradually
removing ambitions, complexes, reducing friction and resistance with the world.
This is a long, thorough, but interesting process.

QUESTION: As for Vishuddha, I have activated it very much recently, as others are
talking about - and, according to your diagnosis, I have a percentage of Vishuddha
activity of only 35%. Could you comment on this?
ANSWER: Vishuddha energy cleansing techniques are usually common. Almost all the exercises that
we met in esotericism are connected with the fact that a person pumps some energy through the
chakra or mentally unwinds it, burns it, etc.
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These techniques can basically fix some kind of garbage, pieces of ether that clog the chakra. But it’s
more efficient to remove high-frequency mental injuries that resonate with this frequency.
For example, injuries to the body of the Sahasrara that resonate with the chakra can affect its
functioning. We look at serious injuries that greatly alter the functioning of thin structures. Of course,
chakras can also get seriously clogged and this garbage can be cleaned - but this usually affects the
work of the chakras by 5-10% of their potential, not more.
We understand that our work is difficult to verify, but we try to do it with the highest quality possible.
QUESTION: Do you have anything to fill the etheric body, like the mental (or something original?) Thickness
(density) of the etheric body increases the stability of health (the thicker the layer the better).

ANSWER: We did not deal directly with these areas.
Of the technologies that we have announced, we have only the restoration of the silver thread.
It increases the concentration of subtle bodies. Including the density of the etheric body.
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QUESTION: I received an Energy Map of the Personality.
What are the recommendations now? What is the best place to start?
ANSWER: In the Energy Map, the main parameters of the energy are diagnosed.
1) First of all, you should always pay attention if you have energy shocks at the moment.
If you do - it is recommended to do a cleaning - this will greatly facilitate your current condition, add
tone and energy to other issues.
2) The second point – pay attention if you have any collisions with other people because of
complexes of resistance to pressure and desire to pressure. If you do - it is recommended to clean
these complexes - this will greatly facilitate your interaction with other people and will save you from
many conflicts and energy breaks in connection with them.
Parameters of foreign anger, envy, not magical damage, links to geopathic zones are also cleaned
with basic energy cleaning.
If there is a link to geopathic zones, you can additionally clean the house and office premises.
3) Next, pay attention to the section "Health Parameters".
After a general recovery of energy, it is recommended to pay attention to the parameters of the body
systems. If you have a system integrity parameter of less than 50% for some organ systems, it is
recommended that you pay special attention to these systems and restore their stability.
4) Periodically there are violations of the metabolism of trace elements, vitamins, processing of
biotoxins. This affects the deficiency of trace elements in the body and the removal of harmful
substances. This is a fairly relevant parameter in the conditions of our ecology.
If somewhere you have values less than 50% - it is also recommended to pay special attention to this
issue.
5) The next item you can see the level of magic attacks on past lives and professional attacks in the
period of Atlantis. If you clean these parameters, the load on the body as a whole will decrease and it
will be more stable in operation.
You can do several cleaning cycles, depending on the situation that you have with this parameter.
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6) The next step is to pay attention to the state of your Silver Thread. If necessary, you can restore its
integrity or strengthen.
7) It is also recommended to pay attention to the dynamics of the chakras. If for some chakras you
have values below 35%, you can clean and increase the dynamics of their work. Often this occurs in
Anahata. Or you can carry out an activation cycle for all chakras.
8) Analysis and optimization of other parameters can be carried out at will to increase the efficiency
of the body.
Other important parameters include:
- Activation of the Will Center,
- Connection with Planetary Channels (Power Plant, Animal Strength)
And you can also adjust parameters that reflect the strength and effectiveness of consciousness:
- Dynamics of the Assembly Point,
- Installing Energy Supply Programs,
- Activity of the left, right hemisphere and their synchronization.
These parameters can already be adjusted based on your wishes and a personal program to increase
your effectiveness.
QUESTION: I don’t understand "people of the 4th caste." Is this a caste of magicians?
I learned that business is clearly not my occupation for the past several million years.
ANSWER:
4 caste - people from Anahata and above. It can be magicians and businessmen, etc. - in accordance
with the sphere of interests, mental injuries for millions of years of evolution are practically for
everyone and everywhere.
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QUESTION: WHERE TO START?
One of the most sought after technologies: Basic energy cleaning
To increase the overall tone and immunity, you can do a cleaning of the premises (home and office).
In general, harmonization and healing of the body takes place with a general mental recovery.
At high energy costs, it is recommended that you install additional energy supply programs.
An important parameter that affects the work of the body is the processing of old age signals and the work of a
silver thread. See Silver Thread Detuning.

QUESTION: What do you recommend for health
promotion?
ANSWER: The main technologies in this area:
Step 1. Mental recovery
Step 2. Clear the Communication System ("Standard of Health")
Step 3. A very important aspect is the speed of processing
information entering the body.
This refers to the processing of incoming information from trace elements, vitamins, antioxidants,
biotoxins, and information entered inside (from people). This is a very important structure, the basis
of the body. It is important because the unregulated processes of assimilation of vitamins of trace
elements leads to an imbalance of the body.
Step 4. Optimization of the work of the Channel of Animal of Strength, Stone of Strength, Plant of
Strength These channels adjust the work of the chakras and organs in the area of the corresponding
chakra. Stone of Strength - Muladhara, Plant of Strength - Swadhistana, Animal of Strength Manipura.
Step 5: Work with local problems.
We have special technologies for working with pressure, cholesterol, the work of the prostate gland,
etc. This also includes the detuning of the parameters of the Silver Thread.
Step 6. Another very important parameter is military strikes and health strikes. If there are signs of
damage, it is best to remove them.
Step 7. Then there is an increase in the dynamics of the chakras, mental recovery by the chakras, a
mental register by the chakras.
Step 8. The guardian angel also affects health.
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Step 9. You can establish Dedications that stimulate sports.

Articles: Principles of Health and Energy.
In order to develop rapidly, as well as just to live
healthy and happy, it is important to have
enough energy.
Many wars in the world are over the possession
of energy resources. Likewise, for a person,
tone, health, a sense of joy is associated with
energy.
If a person complains of a breakdown, problems, we first recommend paying attention to
a) the house where he lives: whether there are geopathic zones in it, outflows of energy;
b) and also check for energy damage.
Current damage is cleared through
1) Energy cleaning and 2) Cleaning the room.
And usually it greatly improves the overall tone of the person.
Our body is similar to a machine in which a large number of damage to fine structures has
accumulated over millions of years of evolution - mental injuries. Mental injuries reduce the
efficiency of organs and systems. But these damages can be removed!
First of all, for health, we can recommend
3) the general mental recovery,
4) The restoration of the Silver Thread ("energy of life"),
5) as well as the cleaning of military strikes during the evolutionary period,
6) You can also include a person in additional energy flows, which will increase the quality of his life:
Installing Energy Supply Programs, Activating a Plant of Strength, Activating an Animal of Strength,
Activating the Chakra Dynamics, Cleansing Swadhistana Relations.
7) When working with any specific diseases, we can recommend
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Cleansing of muscle tension in the right areas, as well as Restoring the mental state by organs and
Restoring the mental state by the chakras.
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